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Roman blinds 



Roman blinds 
 

Destination: 

 Private apartments 

 Hotels 

 Offices 



Design 



Roman blinds 

Electric 

Hilla-Alu 
Plus 230V 

Hilla Plus 24V  
(lub 12V) 

Classic 

Hilla 



Roman blinds 
Parameter Hilla-Alu Plus 

230V 
Hilla Plus 24V 

(Hilla Plus 12V) 

Maximum load +++ + 

Stability +++ ++ 

Loudness +++ + 

Price ++ + 

Integration with 
building 
management system 

+++ 
(Soneese 40) 

+ 
(LW25 24V DC) 

The possibility of 
adapting the current 
mechanism 

- + 



Roman blinds 
 

 

 While estimate the length of blinds, a configuration of 

 furniture and decorating articles in the room should be 
taken into account. 

 

 Obstacles on the way of blind movement should be avoided. 



Electric roman blind 

Hilla-Alu Plus 230V 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V 
 

Main characteristics: 

 

- width:  61mm, 

- height:  65 mm, 

 

- color:  white 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V 
 

Usage limitations: 

 

 Min width    0,65m. 

 Max width    4,00m*. 

 Max height     4,00m*. 

 Maximum towing capacity calculated based on torque: 
standard motor (3Nm 30 rev. / min)  
non-standard motor (6Nm 20 rev. / min). 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V - mount 



Control 230V 
 

 

Motor PA – three-wire cable (2 control wire) 

Motor RTS – two-wire cable (radio control) 

 

 wire control 230V (PA), 

 radio control Somfy (RTS), 

 Smart home system (PA) 

 



 

 Motor PA: 

Black  – phase I 

Bronze – phase II 

Blue – neutral 

 

 Motor RTS: 

Bronze – phase II 

Blue – neutral 

Control 230V 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V 
 

Visual elect: 

 

Components:  

- motor,  

- winders,  

- radio receiver (integrated),  

- limit stop (integrated), 

are in the main profile and are invisible from the outside. 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V – power supply 
Ceiling Wall 

 
2 cm to the center of blinds from the left or right edge throughout the top hole in 
the end cap. 
 



Hilla-Alu Plus 230V 
 



Electric roman blind 

Hilla Plus 24V DC (12V RTS) 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS) 
 

Main characteristics: 

 

- width:  35mm, 

- height:  40 mm, 

 

- color:  white. 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS) 
 

Usage limitations: 

 

 Min width   0,70-0,80m. 

 Max width    3,00m. 

 Max height     3,00m. 

 Maximum towing capacity calculated based on torque 
motor 0,8Nm  30 rev. / min.  
 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS) 
 

Installation Hilla blind: 

 Wall 

 Ceiling 

 

In both cases with a universal mount. 

 

It is optional in Hill Plus 24V system to unfasten the 

strings from winders, which are located in the main profile. 
 



 

 Motor have to wire „+” and „-”. 
 

 Blinds with wire control or with radio control 12V 
are connected directly to power DC. 
 

 Blinds with radio control 24V are connected first to 
exterior radio receiver RTS, then to power DC. 

Hilla Plus 12/24V - control 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS) 
 
Visual efect: 
 
Components:  
- motor,  
- winders,  
- interior radio receiver (in motor 12V - integrated),  
- stop limits. 
are in the main profile and are invisible from the outside. 

 
Outside the profile are: 
- power 12/24V DC (mainly in electrical box),  
- exterior radio receiver (blinds width 70-80cm Hilla Plus 24V RTS). 



Hilla Plus 24V 
 

Mechanical limit stoper: 

Setting the limit position is performed using a small 

flathead screwdriver. The upper limit switch is usually resistive. 

Only the lower limit switch requires adjustment. 



Hilla Plus 12V RTS 
 

Electronic limit stoper: 

Motor Hilla Plus 12V DC RTS has got electronic limit stop  

adjustable to the remote control. 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS)  

 supply voltage 
Ceiling Wall 

 
The cable through the bottom of the blinds. 
 
or 
 
The cable through a hole in the end cap. 
 
or 
 
The cable through a hole in upper wall main profle near side edge. 
Pay special attention not to damage the elements of the blinds. 



Hilla Plus 24V (12V RTS) 



Classic roman blind 

Hilla 



Hilla 



Hilla 
 

Main characteristics: 

 

- width:  35mm, 

- height:  40 mm, 

 

- color:  white. 

 



Hilla 
 

Usage limitations: 

 

 Min width    0,40m. 

 Max width    3,00m. 

 Max height     3,00m. 

 Chain mechanism with ratio 1: 4 mounted on the left or 
right side.  
 



Hilla 
 

Installation Hilla blind: 

 Wall 

 Ceiling 

 

In both cases with a universal mount. 

 

It is optional in system Hill Plus 24V to unfasten cords from  

winders, which are located in the main profile.  
 



Dimensions 



Dimensions 
 

Make sure that your order contains: 

- the model,  

- the width and height, 

- the wire side, 

- the control type, 

- the installation type, 

- additional comments. 

 



Dimensions 
 

The width of blinds should be increased by approx. 5-10 cm 

each side over a width window niche. 

 

Is possible to make blinds comprised in the niche. 

The final width of blinds is the width of niche reduced by approx. 

1 cm on each side. 

 

Height from upper edge of cassette (ceiling) to bottom edge 

of weight profile. 



Installation 



Installation 
 

 

 

1) Mark the position of the brackets.  

2) Drill holes in wall or ceiling. 

3) Attach the bracket. 

4) Fasten the blind in mount. 

5) Fasten the fabric. 

1) Fasten the fabric to the velcro on the main profile. 

2) Pass the cords through next holes. 

3) Lock the cord with the lifting jack. 

6) Regulate (motor PA) or set ustawić (motor RTS) limit stoper. 

 


